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Abstract

Vehicle-to-grid power (V2G) uses electric-drive vehicles (battery, fuel cell, or hybrid) to provide power for specific electric markets. This
article examines the systems and processes needed to tap energy in vehicles and implement V2G. It quantitatively compares today’s light
vehicle fleet with the electric power system. The vehicle fleet has 20 times the power capacity, less than one-tenth the utilization, and one-tenth
the capital cost per prime mover kW. Conversely, utility generators have 10–50 times longer operating life and lower operating costs per kWh.
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o tap V2G is to synergistically use these complementary strengths and to reconcile the complementary needs of the driver and gr
his article suggests strategies and business models for doing so, and the steps necessary for the implementation of V2G. Aft
igh-value, V2G markets saturate and production costs drop, V2G can provide storage for renewable energy generation. Our
uggest that V2G could stabilize large-scale (one-half of US electricity) wind power with 3% of the fleet dedicated to regulation for w
–38% of the fleet providing operating reserves or storage for wind. Jurisdictions more likely to take the lead in adopting V2G are
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

This article builds upon the article “Vehicle-to-grid power
undamentals (V2G): calculating capacity and net revenue”
1]. That companion article develops equations to calculate
he power capacity and revenues for electric-drive vehicles
sed to provide power for several power markets. This arti-
le quantitatively places vehicle-to-grid power within the ex-
sting electric system, and covers implementation, business

odels, and the steps in the transition process. It calculates
he amount of V2G necessary to stabilize large-scale solar
lectricity for peak power, and large-scale wind for baseload
ower.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 302 831 0049.
E-mail address:willett@udel.edu (W. Kempton).

RL: http://www.udel.edu/V2G.

2. Comparing the electric grid and vehicle fleet as
power systems

During the 20th century, industrialized countries
veloped two massive but separate energy conve
systems—the electric utility system and the light vehicle fl
In the United States, for example, there are over 9351 ele
utility generators with a total power capacity of 602 GW (p
209 GW from non-utility generators)[2]. These generato
convert stored energy (chemical, mechanical, and nuc
to electric current, which moves through an interconne
national transmission and distribution grid.

The second massive energy conversion system is the
of 176 million light vehicles (passenger cars, vans, and
trucks) [3], which convert petrochemical energy to rot
motion then to travel. With a shaft power capacity ave
ing 149 hp, or 111 kWm per vehicle (kWm is kW mechan
ical), the US fleet’s 176 million light vehicles have a to
power capacity of 19,500 GWm or 19.5 TWm, which is 24
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Table 1
Electric utility generation compared with the light vehicle fleet (for the US)

Metric Electric generation system Current light vehicle fleet
(mechanical power)

Hypothetical fleet
with 25% EDVs

Number of units 9351a 176,000,000f 44,000,000
Average unit power (kW) 64,000 111g 15k

Total system power (GW) 602b 19,500h 660
In-use 57%c 4%i 4%
Response time (off to full power) Minutes to hoursd Seconds Milliseconds to secondsl

Design lifetime (h) 80,000–200,000o 3000 >3000
Capital cost (per kW) US$ 1000+ US$ 60j US$ 10–200m

Cost of electricity (US$/kWh) .02–.09 average, .05–.80 peake n.a. .05–.50n

a From[6]; this table uses utility generators only because those figures are more complete. Non-utility generation is approximately another 209 GW capacity.
b From[7].
c 3015× 106 MWh/year[7] ÷ (602,000 MW× 365 days× 24 h per day) = 0.57.
d Gas turbines about 10–15 min, large coal and nuclear several hours to 1 day.
e We approximate cost via wholesale electricity trading in 1999 regional markets (most recent tabulation by EIA in US$/MWh converted to US$/kWh here).

Monthly average prices on the PJM spot market ranged from 1.7 to 9.0 ¢/kWh. Each month’s peak hour ranged from US$ .047 to 1.08/kWh, with peak hourly
prices above 80 ¢/kWh for 5 of the 12 months. California and New England exchanges were in similar ranges[7].

f From[3].
g kW of mechanical power, e.g., 149 hp (111 kWm), based on average power of new light vehicles sold in 1993[8]. The available sales-weighted horsepower

figure for 1993 models is an imperfect approximation of the current fleet with an average age of 8 years.
h 176,000,000 units× 111 kWm per unit.
i Average time spent driving per driver is 59.5 min/day, the ratio of licensed drivers to vehicles is 1.0[3], so vehicle in-use fraction is 59.5/(24× 60) = 0.041,

about 4%.
j Cost per kWhm of drive train only, not whole vehicle[9].
k Full-sized EDVs can generate bursts of 50–100 kW on-board, but we limit our analytical assumptions to just 15 kW due to limits on building wiring capacity.

SeeAppendix Aand[1].
l Milliseconds for battery EDV, 1–2 s for hybrid or fuel cell EDV.

m Incremental capital costs to add V2G to an EDV are given in[10], range reflects differences among battery, hybrid, and fuel cell vehicles. Formulae for
calculating these figures are in[1]. Not included in this figure: capital cost of the vehicle itself is attributed to the transportation function; cost of additional
wear on the vehicle due to V2G, which is calculated and included in the “cost of electricity” row of table.

n Calculated from fuel consumption, losses, wear on the vehicle, and/or battery depletion[1,11].
o A gas turbine peaking plant might have a 20-year design lifetime, intended to be run 4000 h/year for design life of 80,000 h. A large coal plant with a design

lifetime of 30 years, operated at 75% capacity factor or approximately 8000 h/year would have a lifetime of about 200,000 h[12,7].

times the power capacity of the entire electric generation
system.

Why is it relevant to compare the power of the light ve-
hicle fleet with the power of the grid? The automotive in-
dustry is beginning its shift to electric-drive vehicles (EDVs)
(“electric-drive vehicles” use an electric motor to drive the
wheels—whether the vehicle’s electricity comes from a bat-
tery, a fuel cell, or a hybrid combining a gasoline engine
with a generator). The utility industry is beginning its shift to
renewable energy. This article will argue that the economics
and management of energy and power in the light vehicle and
electric systems will make their convergence compelling in
the early decades of the 21st century. We envision three forms
of convergence: (1) the vehicle fleet will provide electricity
storage and quick-response generation to the electric grid,
(2) electricity will complement or displace liquid fuel as an
energy carrier for a steadily increasing fraction of the vehicle
fleet, and (3) automated controls will optimize power trans-
fers between these two systems, taking into account their dif-
ferent but compatible needs for power by time-of-day[4,5].1

1 The third form of integration, two-way flow of energy and information
from distributed energy resources to the power grid, is envisioned by the
EPRI “Roadmap”[4] and is already being standardized in IEC 61850 as part
of the Distributed Energy Resources Object Model (DER-OM) by IEC[5].

Table 1compares the electric generation system with to-
day’s vehicle fleet, and with a hypothetical future fleet com-
prised of one-fourth EDVs (one-fourth is 44 million EDVs
in a national fleet of 176 million light vehicles). The electric
grid and the light vehicle fleet are rarely analyzed together,
or even measured with the same metrics.Table 1puts the cur-
rent vehicle fleet in the second data column for comparison,
although of course the current fleet’s dispersed mechanical
shaft power cannot be transmitted or aggregated in any prac-
tical way. A hypothetical future fleet consisting of one-fourth
EDVs is compared in the rightmost column ofTable 1. One-
fourth is used for illustration, because it could provide elec-
trical power approximately equal to all US utility generation;
it is also a plausible intermediate-term fraction to be electric
drive.

Table 1shows that when just one-fourth of the US light
vehicle fleet has converted to electric drive, it would rival
the electricity generation power capacity of the entire utility
system. Capital costs to tap vehicle electricity are one to two
orders of magnitude lower than building power plants. The
average per kWh cost of vehicle electricity is considerably
higher and design lifetimes are one to two orders of magnitude
lower, but the critical insight of our analysis is that vehicle
electricity is competitive in specific electricity markets.
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In this article, we move beyondTable 1’s gross comparison
of the amount of electric services vehicles might provide to
the grid, to develop an understanding of how vehicles would
actually do so.

3. Types of vehicles and types of power markets

We review distinctions among EDV types and power mar-
kets very briefly in this section to make this article readable
independently from the more detailed discussion of these in
our companion article[1]. The three vehicle types are: (1)
fuel cell, which produces electricity on-board from a fuel,
such as hydrogen, (2) battery, which stores power from the
electric grid in an electrochemical cell, and (3) hybrid, which
produces electricity on-board from an internal combustion
engine turning a generator. Most relevant to V2G among the
many possible hybrid designs is the “plug-in hybrid”, which
has a grid connection, allowing recharge from the grid as
well as from fuel, and larger electrical components to allow
driving in electric-only mode[13–15]. Our companion article
quantitatively analyzes the power capacity, and the economic
costs and benefits, for each of the three vehicle types selling
into four power markets.

The four power markets relevant to V2G, in very brief re-
view, are baseload, peak, spinning reserves, and regulation.
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costs, appear to be a better match for the quick-response,
short-duration, electric services, such as spinning reserves
and regulation. These constitute, for example, in the US,
5–10% of electric generation costs, or about US$ 10 billion/
year[16].

A future form of electricity provision, not now formalized
into separate markets, is storage and backup power for renew-
able energy. The needed storage differs depending on the type
of renewable energy. Solar energy has a fairly regular diurnal
cycle, and solar energy output peaks roughly 4 h before peak
load demand. Wind energy is more erratic, less predictable,
and more geographically determined; any one site may be
low for several days, but a group of sites over a larger area is
steadier. These renewable energy backup characteristics are
analyzed in this article and matched to V2G.

4. Strategies to reconcile the needs of the driver and
grid operator

Central to the viability of V2G are the needs and desired
functions of the two human parties—the driver and the grid
operator. The driver needs enough stored energy on-board
(electric charge or fuel) for driving needs. The grid operator
needs power generation to be turned on and off at precise
times. Three strategies for V2G can resolve potential con-
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ould typically be called, say, 20 times per year; a typica
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erves are the fastest-response and highest-value com
f the more general electric market for “operating reserv
egulation is used to keep the frequency and voltage st

hey are called for only one up to a few minutes at a time
ight be called 400 times per day (again, terminology
perating rules vary somewhat across jurisdictions); spin
eserves and regulation are paid in part for just being a
ble, a ‘capacity payment’ per hour available; baseload
eak are paid only per kWh generated.

Our companion article presents example calculat
uggesting, for the vehicle and power markets exam
hat V2G (1) is not suitable for baseload power; (2) it ma
uitable for peak power in some cases; (3) it is competitiv
pinning reserves; (4) it is highly competitive for regulat
hese example calculations, although needing replic
cross a wider range of markets, vehicles, and assump
re consistent with an inspection ofTable 1. Continuous
ulk electricity can better be provided by large power pl
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rive vehicles, with their fast response and low cap
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gy. In this approach, the vehicle designer goes beyon
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or grid support say more batteries or a larger H2 tank. The
roblem is that extra storage on the vehicle increases co
ehicle weight. Economically, the reason V2G makes s
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according to bulk delivery schedules. Fleets are good candi-
dates for initial V2G installations, and our analysis suggests
that their economics are very attractive[18]. We discuss fleets
further in the sections on business models and transition steps.

Although the second strategy, using fleets, appears to be a
good initial area for V2G, the combined markets for V2G are
many times larger than total fleet vehicles. Thus, to realize
the full potential of V2G, we need a third strategy so that
non-fleet vehicles can also participate.

The third strategy, intelligent controls for complimentary
needs, is the one we primarily investigate. One central in-
sight of our work on V2G is that the needs of the light vehi-
cle operator and the grid operator are complementary. Their
needs differ in time, predictability, and in the fundamental
difference between energy and power. The vehicle operator
needs stored energy in one particular vehicle at one fairly pre-
dictable time—when a trip begins. The grid operator needs
power (instantaneous flow from a source or sometimes, to
a sink), possibly at multiple times, but does not care which
power plant (or which V2G vehicles) that power comes from.
Most driving times are fairly predictable, regulation and spin-
ning reserves calls are unpredictable. How are these two rec-
onciled?

An early suggestion by Kempton and Letendre[17] for
managing complementary needs was a dashboard control that
the driver would set according to normal or anticipated driv-
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meet fast-response commercial-level “24–7” backup power
reliability, because, depending on shifts, there might not be
sufficient vehicles on-site when grid power fails (this merits
more systematic analysis, since commercial power failures
cost an estimated 1% of GDP or US$ 100 billion/year in the
US [4]). Thus, we see the same equipment built for V2G as
potentially also serving the home, but probably not commer-
cial, emergency power. Any EDVs, battery or fueled, could
serve a few hours of emergency power (or days if restricted to
refrigeration and a few lights); for long outages, fuel cell, and
plug-in hybrids have the advantage of being able to be driven
out to refuel. The duration and power that vehicle emergency
power would provide can be computed using the equations
for spinning reserves from our companion paper[1]. Despite
the expected merits of emergency power, we do not consider
it further here.

Regarding V2G, the complementary-needs strategy—
whether the driver sets a needed range or a smart vehicle
learns driving patterns—results in the grid operator using ag-
gregate V2G whenever needed, yet each vehicle is tapped
only within the constraints of the driver’s specified schedule
and driving needs.

5. Business models
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he vehicle storage is always sufficient for the driver-spec
rip at the driver-specified time. Some drivers may find
he “next trip” settings require too much planning and at
ion. If so, an alternative would be for the vehicle to “lea
riving patterns for, say, a few weeks before beginning V
ervice. Then, the user controls could be simplified to a s
utton: an override. For example, a driver expecting unu
rip times or expecting to drive longer than normal distan
ould push a 24-h override. In a fueled vehicle, the ove
ould prohibit fuel use for V2G, while in a battery vehicle
ould charge at full speed whenever plugged in for the
4 h. In either case, the override maximizes range at the
f foregone V2G revenue for that 24 h time period.

Some additional flexibility is possible with plug-in hybri
s long as the fuel storage is sufficient to meet driver-spe
inimum range—the battery could swing from full to emp
s the plug-in hybrid can still operate on fuel only.

A rather different type of complementary need is betw
he grid operator and the home resident (often the sam
ividual as the driver, but we are analyzing roles and ne
hen grid power is down, the grid has no need for regula

r spinning reserves, but the homeowner wants emerg
ackup power. A time lag before power restoration—e

he time lag of driving back home from an errand—is
rable (more tolerable in homes than businesses). Our
f-the-envelope calculations comparing employee shifts
icle parking intervals at work and lags to backup sug

hat vehicles in commercial lots could not be relied o
We now consider several business models that have
roposed for V2G[1,17,36]. The business models are ov

ays on the strategies above, specifying the types of in
ions and financial transactions that would make V2G p
table for a business.

Under current rules, most large generators contract
he grid operators to provide spinning reserves or regula
ypically with a minimum of 1 MW quantities. During th
ime of that contract, the grid operator sends a signal w
he electrical service is needed, and pays a single entity f
ontract as well as for power actually generated (within
ically integrated utilities—which own generation, grid m
gement and distribution—this power flows without ma

ransactions, and often without any accounting of the
osts to provide it). With V2G operating under these rule
ach vehicle provided 15 kW, a 1 MW contract would req
7 vehicles available. To allow some vehicles being low

uel or charge, being maintained, or being in use off hours
se a rough multiplier of 1.5. Thus, a fleet of 100 vehic
5 kW each, should be able to bid 1 MW contracts du
on-driving hours.

A first business model, corresponding to the “fleet m
gement” strategy above, is that the fleet operator
2G—the same party both manages time availability of
se for transportation and sells ancillary services dire

o the grid operator[18]. A single fleet in a single locatio
implifies the on-board electronics, and certified meterin
ower output would not be needed at the vehicle level,

or the fleet parking structure. To a grid operator accusto
o power plants feeding power into a single fixed location
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the transmission network, a garage of vehicles looks more fa-
miliar and comfortable than dispersed vehicles. The fleet op-
erator has a standard ancillary service contract and automatic
generation control (AGC) controlled by the grid operator.

A second business model is to draw power from dispersed
vehicles but within an existing business relationship. The ob-
vious existing business relationship is with the retail power
delivery company (the company known by consumers as “the
electric utility”). This company could expand their business
from selling retail electricity to also purchasing V2G power
(a model first proposed in[17]). They would contract to buy
V2G from hundreds or thousands of individual vehicle own-
ers and sell 1 MW blocks to the regional power market. The
aggregator would have no direct control over operating sched-
ules of individual vehicles, but would provide financial in-
centives to stay plugged in when possible. Power availabil-
ity would be highly reliable in the statistical aggregate. The
retail power delivery company would incorporate payments
for V2G into the existing electricity billing, resulting in lower
net payments from customers to the power delivery company.
Correspondingly, the power delivery company would charge
the regional power market (e.g., the regional ISO) for the
aggregated V2G (e.g., as regulation). Here, the existing re-
lationships with the customer and with the regional power
market are leveraged for the new V2G product.

A third business model derives from the second—an
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timing and control of power plants, turning them on and off
to match system needs. We extend the term here to refer to
the same strategic control of vehicles in order to meet both
driving needs and grid management needs.

6.1. Dispatch to match vehicle type

For power plants, dispatch is based on operating costs,
time required to come on-line, etc. For V2G dispatch of vehi-
cles, in addition to the consideration of driver needs (expected
next trip, etc.), an aggregator would also dispatch individual
vehicles to maximize efficiency and minimize wear on the ve-
hicles. These considerations lead to opposite dispatch strate-
gies for vehicles with combustion engines (hybrid running in
motor-generator mode) versus vehicles with electrochemical
power plants (battery vehicles, fuel cell vehicles, and hybrids
that are running V2G from battery only).

For vehicles with combustion engines (i.e., a hybrid pro-
viding V2G via motor-generator), optimum dispatch would
be with each vehicle running at maximum power (given ve-
hicle limits, such as cooling when stationary, power line
capacity, etc.). This is because of the overhead of oper-
ating the prime mover, e.g., one motor running near full
load (e.g. 15–25 kW) is more efficient than two running at
one-half load or three running at one-third load. Running
near full load maximizes electrical output unit of fuel con-
s ced.
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ndependent party rather than retail power delivery com
erves as the aggregator of individual vehicles[1,36]. A
umber of parties might want to serve as aggregator
utomobile manufacturer or automotive service org
ation, who are increasingly using on-vehicle telema
o deliver information services between repairs; a ba
anufacturer/distributor, who could provide “free batt

eplacement” for battery EDVs in exchange for reap
ost or all of the profit from the V2G; a cell phone netw
rovider, who might provide the communications functi
nd whose business expertise focuses on automated tra
nd billing of many small transactions distributed over sp
nd time—cell phone networking is a business simila
2G in communications, control, value per transaction,
illing. Or, the aggregator could be a distributed genera
anager, who today coordinates power from 5 to 10 s

100–500 kW) generators, and would extend this expe
o coordinate thousands of vehicles of 10–20 kW e
he former is now often coordinated via human-to-hum

elephone calls to 5 or 10 managers, whereas the swit
n and off of individual vehicles for V2G, and commensu
illing, would of course be automated.

. Dispatch of vehicles

Regardless of business model, if there is a complemen
eeds strategy (either for a commercial fleet or for dispe
ehicles), we need to manage the vehicles’ on-board
ge. In management of power plants, “dispatch” refers t
umed, and minimizes wear per unit electricity produ
perationally, minimizing the number of combustion eng

urned on at any one time may also improve safety and
enience. In choosing which vehicles to dispatch, per
omplementary-needs strategy, dispatch would be in ord
ehicles with the fullest tank first, or more precisely, dispa
rst vehicles with the most fuel above the driver-anticipa
eed.

With electrochemical vehicles (battery and fuel ce
ower power levels both minimize wear and maximize e
iency. Battery wear is a function of kWh throughput, dept
ischarge (as discussed in our companion article), and
eating (running high-current discharging or charging l
nough to heat the battery, especially in hot weather)[19].
uel cell efficiency increases and wear decreases at
urrent densities, although the latter is not yet fully inv
igated[20]. Each of these factors militates for dispatch

any battery or fuel cell vehicles at partial load, rather
ewer vehicles at full load.

.2. Dispatch to match power market

Dispatch would be managed somewhat differently for
lation and spinning reserves, and differently again for
ge of intermittent renewable energy. In all these case

evel of storage in the vehicle is being managed to matc
ower market. For the fueled vehicles (fuel cell and hy
unning motor-generator), the best strategy is always to
s much fuel as possible and does not require further di
ion. Here, we discuss dispatch for battery vehicles (inclu
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plug-in hybrids running V2G from battery only), which offer
additional opportunities.

For spinning reserves, having the battery storage filled is
always best. For regulation, assuming that both regulation up
and regulation down are being sold, a partially charged state is
best. Fully charged, the vehicle cannot sell regulation down;
empty, it cannot sell regulation up. Thus, one dispatch strat-
egy upon returning from driving at a mid-charged level is for
the vehicle to sell regulation up and down initially and then
shift to straight charging or regulation down only, to charge
the battery to prepare for the next trip. In fact, a simplified
variant of V2G is regulation down only, as a means of obtain-
ing revenue while charging.2 This charges at a substantially
slower rate, specifically, at the ratioRd−c, which we estimate
to be about 8%[1].

7. Renewable energy storage and backup

The most important role for V2G may ultimately be in
emerging power markets to support renewable energy. The
two largest renewable sources likely to be widely used in the
near future, photovoltaic (PV) and wind turbines, are both
intermittent.3 At low levels of penetration, the intermittency
of renewable energy can be handled by existing mechanisms
for managing load and supply fluctuations. However, as re-
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Next, we perform calculations to quantitatively evaluate
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there is MBSR of 0.75–1.0 h. Thus, to qualify a 1 MW solar
PV plant as firm peak capacity would require 750 kWh to
1 MWh of V2G. Calculating vehicle power output (Pvehicle)
from Eq. (3) and assumptions from our companion paper[1],
a RAV4 EV could store or release 7 kW over a 1-h period.
Thus, a 1 MW solar PV plant requiring 1.0 MSBR could
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ewable energy exceeds 10–30% of the power supply
itional resources are needed to match the fluctuating
ly to the already fluctuating load[21]. Intermittency ca
e managed either by backup or storage. “Backup” refe
enerators that can be turned on to provide power whe
enewable source is insufficient. “Storage” has the advan
f additionally being able to absorb excess power, but

he constraint that giving back power is duration-limited
s absorbing it).

In terms of V2G, backup can be provided by the fueled
icles (fuel cell and hybrid running motor-generator). Sto
an be provided by the battery vehicle and the plug-in hy
unning V2G from its battery. Could hydrogen-powered
ell vehicles be considered electrical storage, if the hy
en is produced by electrolysis? Because of round-trip lo
f conversions in the path electricity–electrolysis–hydro
torage–small fuel cell–electricity, approximately 75% lo
or electrolytic hydrogen versus 25% for battery[22], round-
rip electrolytic hydrogen appears to be too inefficient to
ractical as storage. The engineering distinction corresp

o relative economic advantage from shorter versus lo

2 In electricity flow, regulation down only could be called “grid-to-vehic
ower, but the vehicle is in fact providing service to the grid. Thus, we

o this case as V2G also.
3 Another solar electric source, central-tower concentrating, is now
conomically competitive than PV for utility-scale generation, but is m
eographically limited. It contains inherent storage of 2–4 h in the tra
uid’s thermal mass, so additional storage from V2G would be less impo
o this technology.
e met with 143 RAV4s. At a national level, US electr
apacity is 811 GW (fromTable 1, including utility and non
tility). Assuming that one-fifth were PV for peaking, at
BSR, firm capacity credit would require 162 GW availa

rom V2G. At 7 kW per vehicle, this could be met by
illion V2G vehicles available, about 13% of the fleet
e assume that only one-half of the contracted vehicle
vailable when needed, we would want 26% of the fleet u
2G contract.
Wind power is more complex. Wind fluctuates, an

annot be turned up when electric demand increases.
extbook treatments of wind describe storage as if it w
e built and dedicated to match wind installations and
uctuations[24]. But this mechanistic dedicated storage
roach does not reflect the ways in which electrical grids
lready set-up to handle intermittency problems (power

ailures, fluctuations in load, etc.). InTable 2, we map text
ook wind “storage intervals” in the first three columns
ur suggested match of each interval with electric ma
nd strategies, in the rightmost column.

Table 2illustrates that existing markets apply precisel
torage interval 1 (regulation, some spinning reserves o
rahour adjustments), storage interval 2 (operating rese
nd to part of interval 3. Our ordering of the utility strateg

or interval 3 is deliberate, that is, we expect that storag
his interval is minimized most economically by more wide
paced wind generation with transmission lines conne
hem (discussed shortly), followed by operating reserves
oad management (e.g., interruptible rates for industrial
omers), followed by storage dedicated to the wind facil
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Table 2
Meeting wind storage needs with electric markets and strategic management

Storage interval Time range Cause of fluctuation Suggested electric market or strategy

1 Minute to hour Gusts, weather Regulation, some intrahour adjustments or spinning reserves

2 Hour to day Weather and daily thermal cycles Operating reserves (spinning and non-spinning reserves)

3 1–4 days Movement of fronts Dispersion of wind resources with transmission; oper-
ating reserves; load management; dedicated storage (in
sequence—see text)

4 Seasonal Seasonal thermal and weather cycles Long-term match with of load (e.g., if wind is stronger in
winter, move space heating toward electric heat pumps rather
than fossil fuel)

only if needed after that point. Interval 4, seasonal mismatch
between wind resources and load, would require huge pur-
chases from operating reserve markets, or exceptionally large
and cheap storage. A more practical way to meet seasonal
mismatch would be to shift load over the multi-decade im-
plementation period, for example, if planned wind power ex-
ceeds demand in winter, incentives should be created for new
and replacement furnaces to be shifted from fuel-burning to
electric heat pumps.

To quantitatively estimate the storage needs in terms of
electric markets, we turn to the few existing studies of the
impact of large-scale wind upon the grid, which consider
regulation and operating reserves. Then, as a check on those
calculations, we develop our own estimate of storage capacity
needed for large-scale wind.4

For regulation, wind power increases the need over today’s
regulation needs. Hirst and Hild[26] simulate a large wind
fraction (2.6 GW capacity in a 4.5 GW generation utility) in
dispersed sites. They find the need for regulation to be 0.5%
and for load following to be 7.3% of wind capacity (1.6 and
21% of average output, p. 32). Hudson et al.[27] estimate
regulation need of 11% for small and 6% for large single
wind installations. We use the Hudson et al. 6% figure to
estimate regulation requirements, acknowledging that it may
be high.

FromTable 1, US electric utility capacity is 811 GW (util-
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Operating reserve needs for high-penetration wind include
both spinning and non-spinning reserves, to cover all of in-
terval 2 and part of interval 3 fromTable 2. We find the most
thorough analysis of these needs to be Milligan’s[30], which
uses the Strbac and Kirschen (SR) model[31]. The SR model
is used by the electric industry to allocate the cost of operating
reserves to specific generating plants within a mix of plants.
In this model, the reserves are used to cover any shortfall be-
tween contracted generation and actual wind available—the
storage needs are less stringent than those needed to guaran-
tee constant baseload power from wind. Assuming dispersed
wind generation and estimating some parameters not yet es-
tablished for wind, Milligan uses the SR model to estimate
reserves need, arriving at a maximum of 11% of wind ca-
pacity (with “less reasonable assumptions” the maximum re-
serve need would be 20%). Assuming as above one-half of
US electric energy coming from wind generators with ca-
pacity of 700 GW, the 11% reserve need would be 77 GW.
Milligan uses a 3 h rolling window, so we assume here that
the maximum duration for the reserve requirement would be
3 h.

From the SR-operating reserve requirements (above), the
number of EDVs to provide these operating reserves can be
calculated. For the fuel cell vehicle described by Eq. (3) and
Table 1in [1], power output per vehicle (Pvehicle) is 12 kW
over 3 h. At 12 kW per vehicle, the 77 GW reserve require-
m ain
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ty plus non-utility) at 57% capacity factor. To generate ha
he electrical energy from wind at 33% capacity factor[28,29]
ould require 700 GW of wind capacity (thus average w
utput of 231 GW). Regulation at 6% would be 42 GW, wh
ould be met by 2.8 million battery vehicles at 15 kW reg
ion per vehicle, or 1.6% of today’s fleet (Table 1). Assuming
nly one-half of contracted vehicles are available for V
t any one time, 3.2% of the light vehicle fleet would be
2G contract for wind regulation.

4 Apart from time intervals, some storage must be optimized acco
o geography and transmission capacity. Specifically, for remote wind
hat require dedicated transmission, storage may be optimal at the win
ecause storage there not only smoothes out wind power fluctuatio
lso improves capacity factor of the power lines[25]. V2G does not hel
ith capacity of transmission lines from remote wind sites, as most ve
re located close to loads.
ent could be met by 6.4 million fuel cell vehicles, or ag
ssuming only one-half are available and adequately fu
hen called, 12.8 million vehicles under V2G contract
% of the US fleet. For the battery vehicle from[1], Eq.
3) yields 2.3 kW over a 3-h reserve requirement. Thu
eet 77 GW would require 33.5 million battery vehicles
ssuming one-half available, 38% of the fleet needed
er V2G contract. Assuming a charge maintaining mo5

5 As shown in[1] (Eq. 3 and Table 2), the example plug-in hybrid wo
ave too little battery charge left after a normal battery-depleting drive

o be useful. To illustrate possible hybrid use for wind backup, we as
hat coming wind lulls would be forecast. Thus, 24-h before anticipated
ulls, participating V2G hybrids would receive a control signal to drive
partial charge maintaining” mode, at the cost of burning more gasoline
ere assume that the partial charge minimum would be set at 60% b
apacity, which, after inverter losses, would be 7.8 kWh available from
4.4 kWh battery.
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the plug-in hybrid would provide 2.6 kW over 3 h[1]; sim-
ilarly assuming one-half available when needed, this would
be met by 34% of the fleet under V2G contract (the battery
or plug-in hybrid vehicles would also be able to absorb the
excess power that a 700 GW wind system would sometimes
produce—assuming the same 33.5 million battery vehicles
(38% of fleet), with one-half available and each absorbing
7.0 kWh, the fleet could absorb 235 GWh).

As a check on the SR model, an alternative approach is to
estimate the size of storage needed to insure a given minimum
firm capacity. This mechanistic approach sizes storage dedi-
cated to wind, rather than using electricity markets (and exist-
ing generation) for operating reserves. Again, we assume that
to meet our benchmark of one-half of US wind generation,
multiple widely distributed sites would be required. We find
only two analyses published on very large-scale, distributed
wind.

Archer and co-workers sum wind speeds over a year from a
distributed set of eight US Midwest sites in an ellipse approx-
imately 500 km× 400 km. The sum of wind power from eight
sites approaches a normal distribution rather than a Rayleigh
distribution, and never goes below 3 m/s for any 4 h block
during the entire year[32,33]. This study, and another one
by DeCarolis and Keith with mid-continental wind sites sep-
arated by 1600 km[34], both suggest far less storage needed
for widely distributed wind sites than for single or nearby
s a we
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Fig. 1. Shortfall of energy as percent of wind capacity in 342 events during
a year. We assume a contract for firm capacity at 20% of the wind turbines’
rated capacity. Based on Archer data on eight connected wind sites (100%
shortfall = 1 MWh/1 MW = 1 h MBSR).

Taking our scenario of 700 GW wind capacity, 1.7 MBSR
is 1190 GWh storage needed. Using the numerator of Eq. (3)
in our companion article[1], the example fuel cell vehicle has
available energy of 36 kWh from stored hydrogen and the
plug-in hybrid 7.8 kWh from battery only. We assume that
over a 14–22 h wind shortfall period, most vehicles would
be driven; so, the plug-in hybrid would recharge from fuel as
part of normal driving, or the fuel cell vehicle could refill with
H2. Thus, we assume that three-fourths of the vehicles under
V2G contract would be available over the 14–22 h shortfall
period (rather than 50% assumed in prior examples). So, the
storage need for 1190 GWh, would require 33 million fuel cell
vehicles on-line (44 million on contract), or 152 million plug-
in hybrids (203 million on contract). In a fleet of 176,000,000
vehicles, this becomes a need for V2G contracts with either
25% of the fleet of fuel cell vehicles or an impossible 116%
fleet of plug-in hybrids (if the plug-in hybrid were allowed
to run its motor-generator when parked during these long
backup needs, the number of vehicles needed would be small,
even less than for fuel cell vehicles, because of greater fuel
storage). The battery vehicle is not suitable for these long
storage intervals. Although these illustrative calculations give
the fleet percentage for only a single vehicle type, our analysis
above and in[1] suggest that optimum vehicle support for the
pattern of shortfall events inFig. 1would be: (1) storage from
battery or hybrid in battery mode for the most frequent and
l l or
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ites. However, neither of them reports the type of dat
eed to calculate storage requirements.

Here, we use an unpublished data set from Archer, b
n the same eight sites. These data are disaggregated to
nd add calculation of energy at each site, based on a
ind turbine performance (a GE 1.5 MW turbine at 80 m
eight), summed to yield hourly total energy for all sites c
ined. These data allow us to calculate directly the amou
torage needed for a distributed wind resource, which yie
ransparent calculation, and does not require the SR mo
ssumption of electricity markets using existing genera
e assume storage would be used to maintain a 20% fir

acity (this level would be set by the wind seller; higher fi
apacity values require more storage but increase revenu
ake wind viable for a larger fraction of the generation

35]). In the 6916 h of valid data, we find 1109 h in wh
he power was under 20% of rated capacity. Grouping
iguous hours, we find 342 low-power events and com
he shortage in total MWh for each event, as shown inFig. 1;
0% of these events are 2 h or less and require only 3–10
apacity (e.g., MSBR of 0.03–0.1 h), easily handled by V
torage need is determined by the worst cases; inFig. 1, the
orst cases are the rightmost cluster of five events with M
hortfalls of about 170% of the MW wind turbine capac
hese five range from 14 to 22 h duration. In the solar en
ackup metric, 170% is 1.7 h MBSR.6

6 We define “valid data” as having wind data from at least seven o
ight weather stations. The number of shortfalls is exaggerated by m
ow-energy shortfalls and (2) backup from the fuel cel
ybrid in motor-generator mode, for the less frequent
nergy shortfalls on the right ofFig. 1.

The results for PV and wind are summarized inTable 3.
ote that the two “firm capacity” calculations are m

ata. When we examine only hours with all eight weather stations ava
e find only 122 shortfall events rather than 342, and only one of the a
entioned five largest shortfalls. Since one of the largest events re

orrection for missing weather data would substantially reduce the num
vents but not significantly change the largest event, from which we cal
torage needs.
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Table 3
V2G required to support large-scale renewable energy (see analysis in text)

Renewable type Power type and fraction Renewable
capacity (GW)

Support criterion Support
quantity

Vehicle
availability

Fleet % needed,
vehicle type

Photo-voltaic Peak (1/5 max load) 162 Firm capacity (MBSR) 162 GW 1/2 26% battery

Wind Baseload (1/2 energy) 700 Regulation 42 GW 1/2 3.2% battery

Operating reserves (SR) 77 GW 1/2 8% fuel cell, or 38% battery, or
34% plug-in hybrid

Firm capacity at 20%
(dedicated storage)

1190 GWh 3/4 23% fuel cell

stringent in requiring dedicated storage, whereas the operat-
ing reserves calculation assumes taking advantage of existing
generation and markets.

This analysis, the above calculations summarized in
Table 3, and indeed our openingTable 1, all suggest that
V2G could play a role as storage for intermittent renewables,
even when renewables become half (or more) of total electri-
cal generation. V2G could be the critical missing piece of the
system that enables intermittent renewable energy to provide
much of society’s energy needs, without large storage costs,
while keeping the electric grid stable and reliable. In addition
to the support of renewable energy, there are environmental
and geopolitical benefits from operating the light vehicle fleet
from domestic renewable energy—an understatement we do
not quantitatively analyze here.

8. Transition path

Initial V2G proof-of-concept, prototyping and device-
level testing has already been carried out and at least one
V2G-capable controller for EDVs is commercially available
[53]. A V2G-capable vehicle has been designed, developed,
built, driven, and extensively shop-tested[36]. With an added
wireless link to the grid operator, it has been tested, both
driving and providing regulation up and down over several
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at reasonable prices at small production volumes? We briefly
compare startup or low-volume costs for these three vehicle
types.

Although hybrids are already in mass production, a shift to
plug-in hybrids with all-electric range would require a fun-
damental redesign, not just adding a plug (e.g., a shift in
mechanical:electrical power ratio from the current 3:1 to a
lower-emission and more V2G-useful 1:3). But the close in-
tegration of the mechanical and electrical components makes
the hybrid expensive to design. As an indicator, to recoup
the development costs of their already-existing Prius hybrid
drive train, Toyota needs to sell 300,000 units per year[38].
Some design, development, and testing of plug-in hybrids
has been done[15,13], but no vehicles are yet scheduled for
production.

To compare costs of fuel cell and battery vehicles, we re-
view small-production runs from major manufacturers. The
Honda fuel cell FCX is being leased in Japan for US$
87,600/year[39], and Toyota leased two fuel cell vehicles
in California for US$ 120,000/year[40]. By comparison, 2
years earlier Toyota manufactured the battery-only RAV4 EV,
providing it initially for fleets at US$ 5484/year lease or US$
42,000 outright purchase. Subsequently, with production at
300 per year, it sold battery-electric RAV4s to the public,
also at US$ 42,000 outright sale, including a home charging
station. Approximately, the same price has been quoted from
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onths[37]. This single-vehicle demo has proven comp
n-board V2G equipment, including real-time control

he grid operator, and multiple-connection-point provis
f regulation from a mobile source.7 We outline below a pos
ible set of subsequent steps to implementation. The firs
econd steps will not occur with market forces alone, so s
olicy intervention is likely to be needed. First, we cons
hat types of vehicles are likely to initially be appropri
nd affordable for demonstration use.

.1. Which vehicles to use for demonstration fleets

Of the three types of electric-drive vehicles we anal
hich might be available in the near term for demonstrati

7 As of fall 2004, several other companies have bid or advertised
apabilities; at the time of this writing, the only public reports of tes
uilt V2G hardware are those cited above.
small manufacturer for a battery electric vehicle plan
or 2005, using Li-Ion batteries and with 80-A V2G (19 k
lready built in[41,42].

We conclude that in small production runs (100–10
er year), battery vehicles with V2G would be in the ra
f 2× the cost of mass-produced gasoline vehicles, whe

uel cell vehicles have so far been closer to 10×, and suit
ble plug-in hybrids, when available, would fall in betwe
ince the V2G control and business models of all the t
ehicle types are similar, it would be reasonable to b
emonstration of V2G fleets with battery vehicles, reg

ess of whether one of the other types predominates in
ears.

.2. Step 1, demonstration fleets

V2G will be unfamiliar to both electric system ma
gers and to vehicle users. It will require full-scale, mar
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participating demonstrations in order to work out problems
and to educate the institutions and analysts involved. Since
the technology development and above-mentioned single ve-
hicle demo have been done already, what we describe as the
first implementation step is implementation of demonstration
fleets. A sufficiently sized fleet would allow real participation
in grid management (by providing regulation or spinning re-
serves) and substantial revenue flows over a period of time.
This will give fully real-world experience to both fleet man-
agers and grid operators.

Initial fleets can draw from fabrication of V2G-capable
EDVs in modest volumes, say, 100s to 1000s of vehicles per
year. These volumes would be possible for a small company,
by replacing the drive train of a mass-marketed vehicle (if a
major auto manufacturer does assembly at this step, they too
would likely produce 100s of vehicles in the same way, by
refitting one of their mass-produced vehicles in a separate,
smaller facility; this was how Toyota produced RAV4 EVs in
multi-100 per year quantities).

What types of fleet would be reasonable for a Step 1
demonstration project? A company-owned fleet operated pri-
marily during a single shift would typically be parked in one
parking area the remaining 16 h of the day. This would sim-
plify management and control for V2G. A fleet of 100 vehi-
cles at 15 kW each, even assuming only two-thirds available,
could provide the 1 MW minimum of many current power
s ve-
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ready surpassed as of this writing). They do not consider
V2G payments, which, at over US$ 2000/year[1] tip the
economics for the fleet operator further toward electric drive
over gasoline.

In short, initial fleet adopters will pay a cost premium
over gasoline vehicles, which the V2G payments would re-
duce but probably not eliminate. However, as the vehicles
move to volume production and battery technology improve-
ments continue, V2G payments shift the fleet operator’s cost
to breakeven with gasoline vehicles, then to lower costs.

8.3. Step 2, cost breakeven and below; aggregation of
individual vehicles

Once fleets demonstrate viability and vehicle production
volumes bring down cost, the V2G revenues may stimulate
aggregators. They would aggregate smaller fleets and indi-
vidual vehicles in the same utility control area. Because the
number of vehicles is still relatively limited at this stage, get-
ting enough in one grid “control area” may require local mar-
keting or incentives (or a region with very high numbers of
early adopters). Electricity markets served at this point might
be predominantly regulation and spinning reserves, with peak
power only in a few areas. Here, vehicle production might be
expected to be 10s of 1000s of vehicles per year.

Step 2 begins at the point that costs drop below breakeven
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upply contracts. Presuming exclusively battery electric
icles at this stage (per cost and availability noted ab

he regulation market would be the likely primary mar
egulation is needed 24 h per day, and unlike peak pow
ften needed as much overnight as during higher load h

43].
In these small production volumes, selling even high-v

egulation would not cover the cost of vehicles. Neverthe
company and/or government might implement demon

ion fleet(s) for the sake of: (1) technology leadership
conomic development, (3) to meet requirements on e
ions, CO2 limitation, or clean fuels, or (4) for strategic re
ons (e.g., to develop expertise in this area, to prepar
igh fractions of renewable energy, to provide a local so
f uninterruptible power, etc.).

As more fleets adapt V2G-capable vehicles, prices w
e reduced with larger production volumes. Delucchi
ipman [44], using a gasoline Taurus as a base, esti
osts of several comparable battery electric vehicles. F
hen–current (in 2001) NiMH battery with 90 miles ran
hey estimate retail cost of US$ 44,920 in limited produc
r US$ 28,034 in volume production. The volume pric
till above the US$ 20,085 cost of the gasoline model. G
ower driving cost (electricity is cheaper than gasoline),
stimate that it would break even if gasoline reached
.19/gal (with then–current battery technology). With a m
dvanced Li-Ion battery with 140-mile range, and assum

onger shelf life than today’s Li-Ion, Delucchi and Lipm
44] estimated in 2001 that the battery vehicle would h
ower costs once gasoline exceeds US$ 1.27/gal (a pri
with V2G revenue and fuel savings included) until the p
hat the high-value V2G markets of regulation and spin
eserves are saturated. We provide here the method fo
ating saturation point, with representative calculations
ne US state, California, which is comparable in size
umber of OECD countries. Assume vehicles with 15 kW
acity for V2G, and that on average only one-half are par
lugged in, sufficiently charged, and participating in the
ram. A mid level of regulation of 1200 MW[45,11]would
e fully met by a fleet of (1200 MW/15 kW)× 2 = 160,000
ehicles, or 0.9% of the California light fleet of 18,000,0
egistered vehicles[46]. To meet California’s maximum re
lation plus maximum spinning reserves contracts, t

ng 4100 MW, again assuming 15 kW vehicles with one-
vailable at any one time, would be 547,000 vehicles, o
f California’s fleet. As we approach 3% of the fleet un
2G contracts, the very high-value regulation market be

o saturate and the price of V2G drops.

.4. Step 3, saturation of high-value markets; expand
2G to store renewable energy

As the implementation process approaches the tim
aturation of the regulation and spinning reserves mar
he capital cost of electric-drive vehicles would be expe
o be at or near parity with conventional internal combus
ehicles (on lifecycle cost), the revenue from selling V
hould be quite a bit lower per kWh than it was initially, a
he total installed capacity of V2G, even in just one of
arger US states or OECD nations, would be in the GW.
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The high volumes of electric-drive vehicles will push ve-
hicle prices down and permit a wider variety of vehicles,
including plug-in hybrids and eventually perhaps fuel cell
vehicles. The fraction of these three vehicle types will be de-
termined by market forces in the vehicle market, and the V2G
market should be prepared to utilize all three, whatever the
fraction of each.8

Higher volumes of V2G capable vehicles and a more effi-
cient aggregation industry have the benefits of making elec-
tric grid management cheaper, and making power more re-
liable and stable. They would also lead to the power plants
now used for regulation and spinning reserves being freed up
for base load, peak generation, renewable backup, or retire-
ment. However, these conditions will put pressure on prices
for V2G, lowering V2G rewards to drivers and profit mar-
gins to aggregators, thus, leading to a smaller proportion of
V2G-capable vehicle owners opting to participate in V2G
markets, and fewer being careful to stay plugged in. The large
aggregate capacity and low unit cost of V2G at this phase is
essential to the last market—storage for renewable energy.

9. Jurisdictions well-suited to adopt V2G

Which jurisdictions (that is, nations, states, or provinces)
might be expected to have earlier and greater interest in V2G
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ple, Step 1 of the suggested transition path involves small
production facilities that provide local jobs immediately,
although the vehicle costs would initially be above market.

6. Have a single or coordinated government units (state, na-
tion, and ministry) with jurisdiction over both transporta-
tion and electricity.

Additionally, jurisdictions with the following character-
istics are more likely to see V2G as highly synergistic with
wind development:

7. Have committed to growth of renewable energy and/or re-
duction of carbon dioxide emissions, and want to prepare
for wind generation surpassing 20%.

8. Be in geographic areas where large auto fleets are located
close to large wind resources. For example, such areas
include the US East Coast, the United Kingdom or other
western states of Europe. This criterion militates against
regions whose wind resources are distant from popula-
tion centers, such as the wind of Central Asia or the US
Midwest.

Jurisdictions with several of these characteristics are more
likely to adopt V2G earlier.

10. Conclusions
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mplementation? Below we describe characteristics of j
ictions that we would expect might motivate earlier V
evelopment. Such jurisdictions would:

. Want electric grid improvements, higher reliability, a
more frequency stability, but prefer to avoid construc
of new power plants and transmission lines.

. Be in geographic areas where a population of automo
(e.g., a city or several fleets) is located on a peninsula
transmission constraints (e.g., Long Island, Delawar
grid-isolated island (e.g., Ireland), or an area with a f
mented grid (e.g., Australia).

. Have high or moderate costs for regulation and spin
reserves. This includes most areas of the world, bu
areas where hydropower provides most of the electr
e.g., Brazil, Norway, or Washington (state in US).

. Have competitive markets for regulation and spinning
serves, or alternatively, have some non-market abili
recognize or justify the value of providing these ancill
services.

. Have policies or other encouragement for developm
of new industry, technology, or employment. For ex

8 Rather than a shift to one vehicle drive type, we expect that the m
ay shift to a diversity. Based on the new lithium battery technologie
attery vehicles should have low operating cost and very low mainte
osts; the plug-in hybrid has the advantage of dual-fuel, electricity fo
ost and home refuel convenience, or liquid fuel for fast-refueling and
ong-range trips. Market research conducted under contract by a cons
rganized by EPRI suggests that there is a significant market for ve

hat can plug-in and have all-electric driving range, a feature absent
oday’s fuel-only hybrids[14].
This article began with a broad comparison of two
ense energy conversion systems, finding them surpris

omplementary. The electric grid has high capital costs
ow production costs; the automobile fleet is the reverse. E
ric generators are in use 57% of the time, automobiles
%. The electric grid has no storage; the automobile

nherently must have storage to meet its transportation
ion. Based on the contrasts between these systems, w
ut management strategies, business models, and thre

or a transition to V2G.
We suggest that in the short-term, electric-drive

icles should be tapped for high-value, time crit
ervices—regulation and spinning reserves—which ca
erved by about 3% of the fleet. As those markets are
rated, V2G can begin to serve markets for peak po
nd storage for renewable electric generation. Envisio
longer-term role for V2G, with perhaps one-fourth to o
alf of the fleet serving as backup generation and storag
enewable energy, leads us to the following reconceptua
ion of the entire energy system.

The fossil-fueled vehicle fleet and the mostly fossil-fue
lectric power system, today taken for granted, increas
ppear circumscribed by the assumptions of the 20th ce
or environmental and resource reasons, and eventua
conomic ones as well, we expect that the 21st century
ee fossil fuels displaced by intermittent renewable en
ntermittent renewable resources will prove cheap and a
ant, but present the problems of variation in strength thr

ime and not being matched to load variation.
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Contemplating a future based primarily on intermittent re-
newable resources forces us to recognize that fossil fuels have
been not only an energy source, but also a high-density en-
ergy storage medium. Whether an automobile’s US$ 50 sheet
metal tank storing 300 miles of range, or a coal plant’s piles to
be burned only when electricity is needed, energy storage has
been practically free. Storage has been a side benefit of our
habit of carrying energy as molecules rather than electrons.
We believe that those days are numbered. While future vehi-
cles will always require storage to perform their function, fu-
ture electric generation will no longer come with free storage.

The long-term case for V2G boils down to a choice. We
can keep the electric system and vehicle fleet separate, in
which case we substantially increase the cost of renewable
energy because we have to build storage to match intermittent
capacity. Or, we can connect the vehicle and electric power
systems intelligently, using the vast untapped storage of an
emerging electric-drive vehicle fleet to serve the electric grid.
We predict that the latter alternative will be compelling. It
offers a path to reliable high-penetration renewable electricity
as well a path to a low pollution vehicle fleet independent
from petroleum. The prospect of V2G is to carry us along
both these paths together, more quickly and economically
than has been thought possible when planning either system
in isolation.
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A.1. Electrical power connections

To evaluate power connections, it is useful to begin by
comparing the desirable connections for V2G with the ex-
isting connections for battery electric vehicles (current, hy-
brid, and fuel cell vehicles do not have electrical connec-
tions). Most of the chargers for battery EDVs installed in the
first California EV boomlet (through year 2002) are 7.7 kW
(6.6 kW at commercial locations). The revised EV-charging
standard by SAE allows up to 96 kW[49,50],10 vehicle con-
nectors rated 20 kW are now commercially available[51],
and V2G offers a substantial revenue increase if that origi-
nal 7.7 kW maximum can be increased to the range around
15–20 kW. The following section analyzes plug connections
in the 15 kW range, because typical house wiring, practi-
calities of grid-to-vehicle connections, and heating during
continuous output from vehicles make 15 kW a reasonable
upper limit to consider for analysis (for fuel cell vehicles,
a little more, say 20 or 25 kW may be appropriate; higher
values may be more likely at commercial locations than res-
idences).

It is also illustrative to compare V2G connections with
home electrical connections for generation, for example,
home PV systems and emergency power. Both types of gen-
eration should be designed to consider utility worker safety.
The danger is that line workers turn off the power source from
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ppendix A. Requirements for electric power
onnection and telecommunications

This appendix lays out specifications of the power
ommunications requirements for V2G. The current s
ards for power connection to vehicles were formulated
ne-way flow in mind and are being updated to allow
2G [47,48].9 This appendix also develops cost estim

or adding V2G capability.

9 The 1999 National Electrical Code, article 625, requires that “upon
f voltage from the utility or other electric system(s), energy canno
ackfed”[47]. Since this could be interpreted as prohibiting V2G, NEC
as revised in 2002 to allow feeding the grid “when intended” and m
omprehensive standards for V2G are currently under discussion for
25 as well as for SAE J2293 and IEEE P1547[48].
he main power lines, but can receive a shock from electr
oming from a home PV or generator. Many local juris
ions require that home power systems have approved s
nterconnections[52]. These include facilities, such as a
omatic lockout to prevent energizing utility lines that h
een disconnected for service and automatic disconne
hen voltage or frequency drift outside specified ranges
pproach to home power to date has been to have the int
n the building. For vehicles, if they are to recharge at se

ocations, interlocks might more efficiently be incorpora
nto on-board electronics instead, as one manufacture
lready done[53]. Here, we calculate cost based on this
roach.

.2. Line capacity and upgrade costs

V2G requires electrical service to the parking site. S
ocations would require electrical service upgrades to the
ential or commercial building site (a higher capacity bre
ox and possibly larger line to the power pole). In cost
ounting, here we assume that a 6.6 or 7.7 kW line w
e provided for a battery electric or plug-in hybrid, and

10 The above discussion covers conductive chargers with power cond
ng on-board the vehicle. We believe that a competing approach, ind
harging, is more costly to modify for V2G[11]. The advantage of condu
ive charging in simplifying V2G was one reason CARB adopted, in
001, staff recommendation to make on-board conductive the standard
ew EV-charging stations in California. Nevertheless, at least one com
ays they are building V2G into an inductive link[50].
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plug for a fuel cell vehicle. Thus, the V2G line upgrade costs
would be 0, if the 6.6 kW line for BEV or plug-in hybrid were
also used for V2G. In all other cases, costs are attributed to
V2G; the entire costs of plugs on any fuel cell vehicle, or
the incremental costs if a BEV or plug-in hybrid connec-
tion were upgraded from 6.6 to 15 kW or more. If an up-
grade is being contemplated, our analysis is used to answer
the question of whether the service upgrade would be justi-
fied based on the revenue from V2G. These cost estimates
assume retrofit of a residential building, the highest cost sit-
uation. Costs would be dramatically lower if the V2G wiring
were built into homes and commercial buildings from the
start.

The initial step we suggest for V2G is for fleet vehicles.
With commercial voltage at 208 V, 15 kW lines in a parking
structure would require an 80 A circuit (equivalent to the ca-
pacity of a hot tub with electric heating). A 20 kW line would
require a 100 A circuit.

For a residential V2G line connection, in many or most
single-family houses, a 40 A or 9.6 kW connection would
be accommodated for the costs of wiring a socket. At 15 or
20 kW, a service upgrade is increasingly likely to be required.

Costs are highly site-specific. For wiring a new 50–70 A
outside plug to a circuit box already having sufficient ca-
pacity, 40 ft. away, we estimate total cost of US$ 655.11 If
a service upgrade (say, from 100 to 200 A) is required, the
c 5000,
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A.3. Communication and computing needs

We consider V2G communications to both a fleet and to
dispersed vehicles. For a fleet parked in one location, man-
aged as a collective, communications needs are simplified.
Each parking space could have its telecommunications con-
nection through a short-range, inexpensive, wireless proto-
col, such as Bluetooth. Only one precision certified meter
is needed, at the grid connection to the whole parking lot,
rather than certifying the V2G contribution of each individual
vehicle.

For dispersed V2G sources, assuming an aggregator, a
more general and long-distance communications link would
be needed. This will be facilitated by a parallel but unre-
lated development—the automobile industry is making com-
munications a standard part of vehicles. This field, called
“telematics” has already begun with luxury vehicles; over a
period of time, it will be available for most new car models.
With telematics capability come services like mobile inter-
net connectivity, real-time location, automated detection of
mechanical problems matched to nearby facilities, location
of nearest source of alternative fuels, and so on.

To allow for aggregators of dispersed V2G, and for several
business models, we suggest five additions to electronic com-
munication from the vehicle—a serial number for the vehicle,
an electronic identification of which fixed (stationary) electric
u fied
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w ions
ost could increase by US$ 1000 up to as much as US$
ostly for labor, including permitting, shutoff, etc. For sell

xclusively to the spinning reserves market, say a fuel ce
icle that produces but cannot buy power, technically ev
odest 100 A home service could accommodate over 2
nd a 150 A over 30 kW, because unlike regulation, the
ent for spinning reserves would always flow vehicle-to-g
hus, the V2G flow would always subtract from, not add
he house loads (assuming building code and NEC appr
n our earlier work[11], we analyzed the V2G station co
s if it were a NEC 625-compliant EV “charging station,”
e no longer consider this appropriate or necessary—ba
nd fueled vehicles are different, and V2G implies a nee
ethink the best ways to achieve the connection’s func
nd failure modes.

These considerations make clear that no single defin
ost can be given. Based on the above, we assume US$
apital cost for a 15 kW residential connection for reg
ion or spinning reserves, installed as a retrofit. This i
he range of the estimated cost of a plug (US$ 700–800
ff-board charger (US$ 300) estimated by DeLucchi e

54], who also acknowledge a large range about the m
or a commercial location, the cost would be substant

ess.

11 For example, the following retail prices were noted in 2004 in se
ardware stores; for a 125 A Jacusi panel with 60 A GFI, US$ 80, 14–
utlet $US 25, 40′ of 4 AWG gage copper wire US$ 100, and estimate

wo electricians averaged installation requiring 5 h @ US$ 90 per hour
S$ 655.
tility meter the vehicle is plugged into, an on-board certi
eter, electronic verification that the vehicle is plugged
connection of known kW capacity, and an electronic “of
nd “acceptance” of a spot power contract.

A unique vehicle identifier is essential for an aggregato
2G to bill or credit to the correct vehicle. The vehicle m
lso tell the utility which fixed meter it is plugged into, info
ation it could obtain either via an electronic meter num
r query of the fixed-meter. For meters without electro

dentification, the fixed meter could be identified by p
ioning (using a global positioning system (GPS) or us
he directionality of the cell phone network).

A precision certified energy meter on-board enables a
n the notion of what entity can be a utility account. The v
le meter becomes a “metered account” whose power m
owing through a fixed-location traditional meter (a “fixe
eter”). The billing system must take account of which fix
eter the vehicle is plugged into, so that the mobile-m
nergy can be added or subtracted to the amount regis
n the fixed-meter to reconcile the fixed-meter’s billing.

It is important to electronically verify the plug capac
nd that the vehicle is plugged in. These are needed, be

he high-value power markets we analyze achieve mo
heir revenue by being available and ready to provide p
capacity payments), rather than by energy payments.

As power enters the grid from dispersed individ
esidences, and especially if it becomes a large en
raction that power flow through substations would
eversed, some limited upgrades (e.g., within substat
ould be required and some additional communicat
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and control would be desirable. The electric utility industry
is already planning for this eventuality due to a number
of factors including distributed generation, and renewable
energy, as well as V2G. We do not cover this but note
progress both at the strategic level and with specific
standards; the EPRI “Roadmap for the 21st Century”
identifies as its first of three priorities “smart power”, which
“will evolve to support dynamic two-way communication
with advanced end-use devices,. . ., [including] two-way
energy/information consumer access portals.” ([4], pp. 1–4).
At the standards level, IEEE SCC211547 is setting standards
for interconnecting distributed resources with electric power
systems[55], while IEC 6185 is established object models
for communication between substations and devices, a base
usable for bi-directional power flow from V2G[5].
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